
Normal mode: receiving mode.
Alarm mode: transmitting mode.





 

MD - 326R wireless siren is with receiving and transmitting function, two kinds of model 

can't work at the same time, the signal in normal work most of the time is in the 

receiving work mode, received signal communication relies on the "MICRF211" 

receiving module, 

The signal needs to be transmitted only in the following three states: 

1. Enrolling status: When the siren receives the signal sent from the hub for enrolling , it 

will transmit a response signal to the hub within 3 seconds, and the signal timing is 

less than 2 seconds. 

2. When the siren tamper is triggered, the siren will send an alarm message with tamper 

alarm to send the signal time is less than 2 seconds. 

In normal work, the siren will send a heartbeat report to the hub which was enrolled every 

two hours , the signal time duration is is less than two seconds 

 

Md-326r function description: 

1, working with hub. After enrolled to the hub. after once the hun receives the alarm signal 

will send a signal to the signal, signal receiving signal after start flashing a chirping 

and sounding, when the hub send signal to cancel alarm ,warning signal to stop 

flashing. 

2, working with the RF remote control and RF detector , when the RF remote and RF 

detector is enrolled to the siren, when the remote control to send protection signal to 

alarm signal will have a response to sound, the alarm in the protection state, in this 

state if receives the paired with a light detector alarm signal sent to come over, 

warning lights and the buzzer will alarm The Times, in the case of sending removal 

with the remote control signal to stop the alarm, when the remote control to send 

emergency set alarm information, alarm will report to the police. 

 

 

Operation instructions of md-326r: 

For code Settings: 

1 with the remote control code, long press the SAVE button, when the light is red light 

flashing and PCB when singing hit the buzzer for short rang of cloth button or key machine, 

when the MD - 326 r a reply from the alarm buzzer born after let go of the SAVE button, at 

this point the remote control and the MD - 326 r to code successfully. 

2 and detector for code, long press the SAVE button, when the light is red light flashing 

and PCB, chirping trigger detector alarm, buzzer for short rang when MD - 326 r began to 

report to the police, the detector with the MD - 326 r code successfully 

3 with the host to code, set the host in the signal to the code mode, long press the SAVE 

button, when the light is red light flashing buzzer and PCB for short loud singing, when the 

MD - 326 r sound alarm buzzer give a reply of the PCB, and continue to wait until after the 

buzzer example, the host will display a police number nine ID, host and signal for code 

success at this time. 

Clear code setting: 

The code setting will clear all the codes in md-326r. Please note that the operation is as 



follows: 

Holding down the qing code button 1 and 2 at the same time, this time the yellow light on 

the PCB began to regular twinkle and PCB buzzer interval, when the yellow light about 10 

seconds after long bright or not bright and PCB buzzer sirens, the qing code successfully. 

 

 

 

MD-326R is both Receiver and Transmitter. Receiving and Transmitting can't work at the 

same time. 

Receiver(MICRF211 module):  Normal working status of siren is receiving signal(Normal 

mode). The siren can receive signal from the control panel and the RF accessories(keyfob 

and PIR detector). 

1)From the control panel:  

When the siren is enrolled to the control panel, once alarm trigger, the control panel will 

send ASK signal to the siren, the siren will sound and flash light after receiving ASK alarm 

signal from the control panel. After receiving the ASK disarm signal from the control panel, 

the siren will stop sounding and the flash light. 

 

2)From the RF accessories:  

When is RF keyfob and PIR detector is enrolled to the siren, the siren will be armed status 

after receiving armed signal ASK from the keyfob. During armed status, the siren will be 

set off if it received alarmed signal from the PIR detector enrolled. Then the siren will 

sound and flash light. The siren will stop alarm and flash light when receiving disarm 

signal from keyfob.  

 

Transmitter: 

The siren will transmit signal as below three case 

1)When the siren receives a signal from the control panel enrolled, it will send a response 

signal to the control pael after 3 seconds , signal time duration is less than 2s. 

2)When the tamper of siren is triggered, the siren will send a tamper alarm signal to the 

control panel, signal time duration is less than 2s. 

3)Heatbeat every 2 hours to the control panel, signal time duration is less tahn 2s. 
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